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Abstract— Today in the current global scenario, the prime 

question in every girls mind, considering the ever rising 

increase of issues on women harassment in recent past is 

mostly about her safety and security. Now a day’s women are 

facing many security problems in the society. The count of 

the victim is increasing day by day. This paper represent the 

provide security for woman. In emergency situations, woman 

will press an emergency panic button which will activates the 

GPS for location tracking and a SMS is sent to the nearby 

police stations and family members of woman along with 

time. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this project is to develop a low power smart 

electronic gadget that is capable of tracking women while in 

danger and alert the police through the Real time transmission 

of location signals of the scene of crime which helps in 

solving the complicated cases. It also reduces many kinds of 

crimes taking place in and around the city and hence provides 

security for the public. The project design has two parts; a 

Public end device (Smart electronic gadget/Transmitter) and 

the Police end device (receiver) located at the police control 

room. 

 There is much sensational news about women Safety 

in day-to-day life. The only thought haunting every girl is 

when they will be able to move freely on the streets even in 

odd hours without worrying about their security creates a 

negative impact in the society. Hence we are implementing 

this project to track exact location of women. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

[1] An Android Based Security Alert System for Female. In 

this paper a very generic approach is presented to reduce 

the attack on woman and maximum security if this 

security device is used in extensively, it can be possible 

to reduce the violence towards the woman and provide 

them a safe and secured life. 

[2] A Mobile Application for Women’s Safety: WoSApp. 

This paper described a mobile application we have 

developed to promote women’s safety: WoSApp. 

WoSApp is a straightforward method for a woman to 

place an emergency call when in a crisis. All the user 

must do is shake the phone repeatedly, and an emergency 

message containing her GPS coordinates and pre-

selected emergency contacts is immediately and 

automatically sent to the police, after which a call to a 

dedicated police helpline is placed. 

[3] Smart Security Solution for Women based on Internet of 

Things (IOT). This type of an idea being the first of its 

kind plays a crucial role towards ensuring Women Safety 

in the fastest way possible automatically. The proposed 

design will deal with critical issues faced by women in 

the recent past and will help solve them through 

technologically sound gadgets. 

[4] A Real Time Hi-Speed Tracker for Chain Snatcher. The 

word that is rampant in newspaper, television channel 

and in all our lives is Chain snatching. This is one of the 

crimes which are increasing as the river flows 

downstream. Back -to- Back chain snatching in the city 

put the cops on their toes. Even as chain snatchers go 

about their job with the spirit catch-me-if-you-can, police 

are working over-time to dent that spirit, but to no avail. 

Observing that the robberies have increased over the 

years, there is also a raise in chain snatching incidents. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
The proposed system’s is wearable and typically consist of 

sensors, signal conditioning electronics and wireless 

transmission technology. System is low weight and compact 

energy storage devices and energy harvesting from the human 

body are crucial technologies for extended and reliable 

operation. The idea of our project is based on the news related 

to Women Safety which we often read in the newspapers as 

shown below. 

The components used in the system is 

1) Hurt beat sensor: It is used to check pulse rate. 

2) GSM Modules: GSM Modules used for location. 

3) Arduino Controller: Controller check hurt beat sensor 

and continuity. 

4) Current continuity detector. 

IV. ADVANTAGES 

1) Real Time Location of the women having emergency 

2) The system alerts can be set to predefined Mobile 

numbers or predefined Email Ids of the victim. 

3) To provide faster result for User. 

V. FUTURE SCOPE 

System can be embedding smaller size system which can be 

placed on body with comfort which will enhance woman 

safety. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The propose system is user-friendly which is used in day to 

day life. We can make use of number of sensors to precisely 

detect the real time situation of the women in critical abusive 

situations. The heartbeat of a person in such situations is 

normally higher which helps make decisions along with other 
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sensors like motion sensors to detect the abnormal motion of 

the women while she is victimized. 
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